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Quite the title isn’t it!?

First of all, I understand you may be skeptical or think it won’t
work for you.

I also thought like that many years ago and I hoped but secretly
never would have believed I would be having the type of deeply
profound sexual experiences that I am today.

I know now that sex is way beyond reproduction or pleasure, it is
a faciliator of divine connection with the cosmos, it just happens
to be incredibly pleasurable and energizing!

Also, I admit to having fun with words. I call the experience
‘Interstellar’ because apart from loving the movie and sci-fi, this
is what sex at this level felt like to me; some kind of galactic
expansion that was both incredible and very out of the ordinary. 

So my suggestion is to read it with an open mind and some
healthy curiosity, then decide if it’s for you.

This is a safe place for you to think, feel, expand and explore.
At the very least you might find this information useful for ALL
your sexual exchanges.

If you are ready to, this guide could change your sexual and
personal life forever. 

With that said, let’s jump in!

The purpose of this guide is to share some of the things you can
do to set you up for ecstatic, out-of-this-world psychedelic sexual
experiences. 

BEFORE WE START
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What is
Interstellar and
Psychedelic sex
and is it possible
to have it
naturally without
taking anything?
Psychedelic sex can occur as a
result of cervical orgasm that
both partners can experience at
the same time (including
partners of the same gender).

We believe that at the moment
of these extraordinary orgasms, a
psycho-active substance is
released from the pineal gland
called DMT (dimethyltryptamine).
This is the same substance that is
found in many plants and
animals. It is also used for
ceremonies in many cultures.

It’s known as the ‘spirit molecule’
because it can connect you to a
spiritual realm. The release of this
chemical is possibly behind the
occurrence of spiritual
experiences and union
documented in ancient
philosophies such as Tantra.



You might describe Interstellar sex as love-making in a non-ordinary state of
consciousness. The lead up to cervical orgasm feels like you’re dropping into a
deep trance. 

It’s a state of pure surrender, and ‘no-mind’ – a little like meditation. 

It is profoundly pleasurable but also, once you’re in orgasm, it’s more energetic –
beyond pleasure. 

AND…it’s different for everyone.

The first time I experienced a cervical orgasm it started with a
tremendous feeling of warmth deep inside of me (a depth I

didn`t know before) and it spread over the region of my heart
and then throughout my whole body. It felt like a giant wave

of wellness and comfort and I saw a light. I was so
overwhelmed by it that I cried. Initially, I was not able to grasp

the amount of joy and pleasure I had just felt. It took me
several more times to adjust myself to the new feeling of

''wholeness''. The peak of my cervical climaxes feels so much
different to the clitoral ones. They are longer, far more intense

and the state of feeling satisfied lasts much longer (up to
several hours). Those orgasms contributed a lot to my well-

being as they increased my inner peace.
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So with this kind of sex, we’re moving beyond procreation and our
‘animal body’ urges into a heart-centred spiritual state. And this
concept is not new - sexual energy has been used for elevation for
thousands of years however it’s certainly not practised in the
mainstream.

As humanity develops and the gradual shift in consciousness
continues, it’s likely this kind of love-making will become more widely
practiced. 

As the human brain has evolved from reptilian to mammalian and
now the relatively new pre-frontal cortex, I truly believe that what we
are talking about here will play a major part in the next phase of our
evolution by elevating the individual and collective human
consciousness. 

First of all, it’s important to say that this information is all speculative -
no one can or has measured how the psychedelic experience can
occur at the moment of orgasm. All methods so far would be too
intrusive. 

What we can do is draw from related fields and from our own bodies
to try to understand what might be happening. 

Your body is a walking miracle
and if you manage to induce the

right chemical cocktail in your
brain, then be prepared for next

level elevation. 



SO WHAT DOES
PSYCHEDELIC SEX
LOOK AND FEEL
LIKE?
Like all orgasmic, bodily experiences, it’s unique and different for everyone. 

For some it might look and feel loud and emotional, for others you might be
very quiet. 

Some people report seeing colours, others report an experience of travelling
to different dimensions. 

Here are some examples:

"It was a really transcendental experience. New kind of
opening. I mean every cell in my whole body was open

and excited."

"A connection to other dimensions."

"Out of body feeling. As if I was flying through the
galaxy with stars all around me. I was able to look
down on my body and felt as if I knew everything
through time and space. I could hear the voices of

my ancestors calling to me."
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I’m saying this to let you know that this is a path and a journey. How
long it takes is up to so many things - your lifestyle, the time you can put
into it, your commitment, your belief, your personal history and trauma.

The most important thing you can do is be curious and enjoy the ride no
matter where it does or doesn’t lead you. 

Be open and try not to put expectations on yourself and your body. 

Which leads me to the list of…

Something really important to note is that previously, I was never very
orgasmic. One of the reasons why I began studying sexology was to try
to understand my body and open up more sexually. 

It took me years of general exploration and then 4 years specifically on
my cervix until the beginnings of cervical orgasm began to emerge. 

My own experience looks a bit like this:

My heart is filled with overwhelming love. My lover is holding still, deep
inside of me, on my cervix. Energy begins streaming through me and
pushing out through the top of my head. My body is vibrating all the way
up my spine and my head is thrown back to make space for all this
energy. 

My breath stops and I am surrounded by light, I am light. Like lightning,
sparking open through my body again and again. Then I come back and
see my lover who has gone through the same experience by contacting
my cervix with his penis. We begin again and can continue for as long as
we have the energy. 

"Like meeting my soul in the most tender way"

"Like an out of body experience. Like I’m floating in
space between the stars."



Let your expectations go. This experience is beyond expectation. You
probably haven’t experienced anything like it before so how can you
expect? The minute you start expecting, you leave the present moment
and it slides out of reach. Expectation also puts pressure on you which
doesn’t feel safe or relaxing. So do your best to let expectations go and
instead notice what IS happening.

1. RELEASE EXPECTATIONS
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You can begin very simply - just exploring the feeling of skin on skin.
Touch your own skin or someone else’s and feel into your body - what do
you notice? 

Practise this regularly so that you train your sensate focus. If you are
conditioned to orgasm with porn, this might feel challenging at first. You
are learning to source pleasure within you rather than from an external
source. 

So be patient with yourself as you learn a new type of slow pleasure
rather than the more addictive hot and lusty turn on that porn can bring. 

2. FOCUS ON FEELING
Practise feeling everything. If
you’re used to a lot of
stimulation, the shift towards
psychedelic sex can be
challenging because this
type of sex is all about
learning how to feel the
subtle sensations that might
ordinarily go unnoticed. 

The tiny swooshes of moving
sensations, the bubbling, the
texture, the morsels of
pleasure. Learning to feel at
this level is a meditation. 



So much of this journey is healing
your body, clearing trauma and
learning how to find safety on the
inside. Most of us have a sexual
wound to heal - whether it’s
physical trauma to the cervix or
emotional trauma from centuries
of sex and body shame.

My recommendation is you really
focus time, energy and attention
on healing deeply. It will allow
you to experience a more
abundant and loving reality, you
will attract a much richer quality
of life.

3. HEAL

Download our guide ‘How to Find your C-Spot’ and begin the healing work.
This involves strengthening your nervous system and clearing your vagina and
cervix of tension and numbness so that you can feel and be more responsive to
sensation. 

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0019/3901/3743/files/Find_your_C-Spot_eBook_SelfCervix_2021.pdf


How you think about what’s possible for you, matters. 

Can you imagine cervical orgasm happening? Or do you assume ‘you’ll never have
one’? Your vision and belief will sustain you. Otherwise it’s so easy to give up. 

The conversations you have with your partner(s) make a big difference to how safe
you feel in order to create the right mindset for letting go. 

4. LAYING THE
FOUNDATION

Get on the same page as your partner and let them know what you need to feel
safe. Is it more eye contact or breathing together? More words of affirmation? Find
out what helps you relax. And ask them what they need too.

Unlike conventional sex where
there’s a journey towards
climax, cervical orgasm and
psychedelic sex take a different
approach. 

It’s an agreement that you’ll go
slow, pause, feel, and if you find
yourself heading towards
climax, relax, breathe and
connect. 



This is often overlooked and is such an important part of this whole
process. You have to create the right environment and conditions for

your body to feel relaxed enough to allow yourself to get to this level of
brain alchemy. 

 
Make sure you don’t feel any time pressure and you’re in a space where

you won’t be interrupted. Low lighting and lovely textures and smells all
help to create a safe and comfortable setting for love making. 

 

5. THE SENSUAL SETTING

If you had a magic wand where you could design the most incredible
and sensual experience that is perfectly attuned to you and your body,
what would you choose?

A long massage? Maybe some partnered de-armouring (where your
partner holds their finger on tight spots or trigger points internally or
externally to help the tissue relax and soften.) 

What will help you relax? In general, lots of sensual touch, kissing, licking,
holding and touching all make a difference. You want to maximise
oxytocin and other ‘feel good chemicals’ that proceed orgasm. Focusing
on nipples and breasts for at least 10 minutes is highly recommended.

6. MAKE THE LEAD UP
DELICIOUS!



When penetrating with a wand or penis, slow penetration is best. It’s also better if
your vagina draws the penis or wand in. Relax over the wand or penis completely,
imagine your muscles involuntarily contracting and expanding like a jellyfish. In
time, this is actually what happens.

7. PLAYFUL PENETRATION

See it in your mind. Your vagina will
begin to suck in the penis or wand.

With practise, your vaginal muscles
become more and more responsive
and begin to contract into orgasm
through relaxing earthward. You
don’t have to pull or push, clench or
have a tight pussy. You just need to
relax, feel and focus. 

Don’t hurry to the cervix. Instead focus in your mind, exactly where the tip of the
wand or penis is and keep relaxing around it. Keep imagining your vagina
softening and absorbing the energy of the penis or wand. 

Ask your partner to tell you once they are on your cervix as if you’re not
experienced, it can be hard to feel. 

8. WORK YOUR WAY DOWN

You don’t need to be rough, fast or jack-hammering. Slow and steady pressure or
still holds on the cervix help you focus on the subtle sensations flowing through
your body. 

Imagine in your mind energy flowing from your cervix through your body. Focus
on your heart as your cervix is being stimulated. 



Keep your breath slow and your body relaxed. 
 

If you find yourself becoming tense, pause and relax again. 
 

If you find your breath speeding up, pause and slow down - especially
your exhale. If you notice your mind drifting away, speak it out loud. ‘I’ve

disconnected, give me a moment to come back’. 
 

Then focus on your partner's eyes or a particular sensation inside. Come
back into your heart and focus on wonderful sensations and feelings of

love. 

9. HEART BREATH

Breathe in and out down to your cervix, imagining your cervix relaxing
down towards the earth. This creates a deep relaxation or surrender.
What we’re doing is surrendering into the moment, integrating all the
sensations. 

It helps to ‘get out of the way’ and stop watching so intently. (It’s a bit like
‘trying’ to fall asleep.) Instead focus on the space around and within your
body. When you get your thinking mind out of the way, surrender
becomes more possible. 

10. EXPANSIVE BREATH



DO IT YOUR OWN
WAY

It’s important to remember that there isn’t one formula. All
bodies are different and we must all find our own way. 



There are some universal things that seem to matter and these are:
 
 

Safety

Connection

Focus on sensation 

Loving feelings 

Lots of slow touch

Relaxation

 

And finally, love.
 
 

How you feel makes a huge difference. 
 
 

The more you can feel positive feelings, the more you can expand
the magnetic field of your heart and create an inner state of

coherence that syncs up your heart and your brain - meaning your
body starts working in chorus to bring you into the right state for

orgasm. 
 
 

If you love your partner and/or have loving feelings towards yourself,
this helps override stress in your body. If you’re not in love…just feeling

loving appreciative feelings for the moment can be enough.



WATCH OUR
FREE CLASS

Learn how to enhance your energy
body for a new kind of orgasmic
experience

Learn how to create a cohesive
state for psychedelic experiences

Learn how to cultivate and stream
your sexual energy up the central
channel

Learn manifestation principles and
how to apply them to orgasmic
practise

WATCH MASTERCLASS

WANT TO L EARN  MORE  ABOUT  P SYCHEDEL IC  CERV ICAL
ORGASM?

https://selfcervix.com/pages/masterclass-psychedelic-cervical-o
https://selfcervix.com/pages/replay-psychedelic-cervical-o
https://selfcervix.com/pages/replay-psychedelic-cervical-o
https://selfcervix.com/pages/replay-psychedelic-cervical-o


Thanks you for taking time to read this guide,
 

Information is one thing, transformation comes from
practicing - I encourage you to explore in a childlike manner

and feel free to send me an email with all your insights and
progress :)

 
With love,

 

Olivia
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